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Another example. Okay. A design like this on a blackboard, a design like that is A. Okay? So you see
A. You are taught A and you see A. You see A. But now go back, now you go back to your childhood
time, now you back to your childhood time, to your childhood time before you were taught “This
is A.” You go back to your childhood time before you learned A. So what you see at first is a design
like this on the blackboard. Okay? It is just a design. You don’t see that “This is A.” You may be
seeing A but you are not seeing “This is A.” You are not seeing that, you are not yet taught that.
Because you are not taught that yet, so you see a design like this. Okay? Then your parents or
teacher, somebody, introduces you, labels “A.” The person labeled “This is A.” They labeled it, they
named it, from the mind. They taught you, so you believe it. Before that you see the base, you are
not seeing “This is A.” You understand? It is very clear. You don’t see “This is A,” you see the base,
just the base of the A. When you are taught by your parents or a teacher who label “This is A,”
labeled by their mind “This is A,” then you follow, you believe that. Then your mind labels A. Then
your mind merely… I want to add this one [word] even now: it is not only labeled but merely
labeled A. Merely labeled A. Merely labeled A. Then after that… Your mind merely labeled A on
that base that is like this, then after that, then there is the appearance of A. Then there is the
appearance of A to you. Then you see A. Only then you see A. So your seeing A is dependent on
first your mind labeling A, your mind merely imputing A, and that depends on somebody teaching
you, introducing you, with their mind merely labeling A. So A came from your mind. You see? If
you are not taught, if your mind does not merely label A, you don’t see “This is A,” at all. You see?
That’s clear. Now the A that appears, that you see, came from your mind. Like that all phenomena
came from your mind. Okay?

